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About This Game

Kith is a planetoid covered in fractures. Between these fractures are plateaus. On these plateaus, there is life. Deep in the cracks
though, there is a dark and mysterious mist. Word is, nobody has ever been down there, and nobody knows if it has a bottom.

Most don't think about it too much though. There's stuff to do.

Welcome to this regular mini-adventure series with a focus on character and world building. In small chunks you will get to
know the people and places of this world, and hopefully be charmed by their... charm. Kith episodes will always be tiny, but

always free.

If you would like to support the continuation of these mini adventures, please consider grabbing the DLC.

Music by Ben Burnes, aka Abstraction.
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The game is really really fun. It has been long time since the last time I played an interesting strategy game like this!. I
thoroughly enjoyed Lake Ridden. The art and music creates a great atmosphere and the puzzles were interesting and varied. It
was an interesting story, driving me forward through the game. Would definitely recommend to anyone who enjoys this genre!
:). Now all i need is a mod to make the zombies Colonel Sanders so I can stick it to up man!. Its a good game, 6\/10. I cannot in
good conscience recommend this game because of the obtuse and overbearing mechanic of linking the ability of players to
complete tasks based on an internal clock that uses the real world phases of the moon to attain specific objectives. While there
is an item that allows for the changes of said phases to occur at the player's control, it can only be attained at a late stage of the
game. (or by cheating as per the game's own advise)

It is also incredibly important to point out that if players get the "Dark Moon Trigon" before the "Bright Moon Trigon" said time
shifting item becomes unavailable. So if the game is being played while there is a new moon, then the player will have to wait 2
weeks of real time for a full moon to try to attain the Bright Moon Trigon first. A developer that thinks that making people wait
to play the game in such a manner is utterly arrogant and annoying.

Such a mechanic was certainly implemented to artificially give a false impression of length as the game can be completed in a
manner of a few hours of real gameplay. While the “retro” style graphics have some charm, these outstay their welcome as there
are just a handful of environments to view and backtrack through multiple times. Also, there is a certain sense of artistic “cheat”
since the graphics don't rely on pure 8-bit pixelated effects, but rather it is a mix of these and modern 2D rendering techniques.

Repetitive enemy encounters against what is in essence the same enemy over an over again, boring and extended periods of time
where the only interaction is to click on the exit point of an environment and then see the Scythian slowly make her way across
the screen while the player has a thumb up the proverbial♥♥♥♥♥♥makes this game an absolute chore.

The combat system while using a “rhythm” mechanic that some might find amusing, it boils down to either blocking, dodging or
striking – any other nuance to the system is completely missing and to make matters even more tedious all Trigon battles are,
save negligible differences, exactly the same.

The puzzles range from obscure to plainly obvious, nothing remarkable to speak off.

The Scythian is one of the most forgettable characters in one of the most boring games I've played in a very long time. Avoid
and instead invest your time on other indie games that offer better propositions than Sword and Swordcery.. I'm shocked at just
how much i love it. It's basically a love letter to Ridge Racer, that also tries to improve the formula a little bit. Some things to
note:

+++ Drifting feels amazing. It's not automatic drifting from RR6-7 or RR PSP, so it takes a bit of skill to figure it out.
Occasionally you'll have to tap on brakes a bit while drifting to make the corner. It's genuinely the best drift i've seen in a racing
game. Feels incredible when you pull it off.
+ Cars have HP, and when you run out, the car stops and resets. It can be devastating, so hugging walls is greatly discouraged.
Makes you a bit scared to do daring drifts, but i still think it's a good addition.
+ Looks fantastic, sounds good, stages are RR-style greatness in terms of settings. That transforming thing that the cars do looks
cool.
+ The game is well supported, with the roadmap of new stuff, including stages.
+ One of the loading music tracks starts like a Legally Distinct version of "Garage Talk" from R4 OST. Makes me laugh.

- It's a budget title, and it shows in little things. There are some feedback problems (running a car straight into the wall is
devastating, but it feels like a light bump), there's no damage model of any kind, stuff like that.
- The interface is terrible. There are many little lame things, but the worst part is definitely the way you choose and customise
your car. As you play the game, you unlock cars and mods for them. For some reasons when they tell you which car has a new
mod, they only show a little icon instead of writing the name of the car. You have to go in a separate mode to change mods, you
can't do it when picking a car for a race. You don't see base stats after applying mods, so it's a nightmare to figure out which car
is actually better, or driftier, or faster.
It's a real shame, especially because thanks to the fantastic drifting model you actually might need a driftier or faster-to-
accelerate car, depending on the track, but even a standard "picking the best one available" is a really hard thing to do, and i
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ended up picking random cars out of my garage just to not deal with it.
- For RR-style commentary, they went with a "baseball commentator" kinda style. Pretty bland.

While I have a big problem with the customisation interface, i adore this game. It's just a clever little thought experiment about
how to take my favorite racing videogame and make it even better. If you even liked a ridge racer game, or you just enjoy
arcade racing games, you should give it a try.. Awesome Poker Game!. Game currently blackscreens upon startup. Would not
recommend buying this game until problems are patched. Seems to be a recent trend with Arcsys releases (see BBCF launch)..
A travesty compared to Caesar 3.. Seeing as the game just came out it has relatively few reviews, but it is oh-so-deserving of
more thumbs up.

I just started playing this and tried the daily mountain, it was quite easy to learn but so hard to master.

You can easily play alone and randomly generate mountains to climb, all very unique and fun.

You can apply modifiers like moon-gravity, burning hands and such.

But the real fun of this game surely comes from local coop though, which I did not get the chance to try yet.
Upon seeing the game today I immediatly bought it because of it's potential. Endless amounts of generated
maps that all feel unique and friends to be a spiteful douchefrog to? YES PLEASE!

I played 14 Minutes so far and i'm already convinced that this game is going to gain traction within the
community. I hope my friends like it as much as I do, because if they do this will surely become our new go-to-
couch-game next to speedrunners.
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Mesmerized.

Truly a beautiful game. It's very engaging, trust me. You won't regret buying this.. dureing my play time i loaded three songs and
none of them had any effect on the game or the universe it was just some pulsating lines in the distant that flashed with out any
relation to to the music. but that may of jsut been me and besides for that it is a fun game but feels really slow.

 its good idea but it needs a good iorning out and it could be amazing.. I can't recommend this game enough. Between
CUHRAYZEE fights, being stylish as ♥♥♥♥, and the badassness of both Dante and Nero, there's absolutely NO reason you
shouldn't own this game if you like action. The PC exclusive features are by far the best and biggest improvement over the
console port, barring the standard stuff (graphics, framerate stability, any input you want) The Legendary Dark Knight mode
fills your screen with so many enemies your head will explode and the game will repeatedly hand your♥♥♥♥♥to you and make
you cry, until you get the hang of all the mechanics and intricate nuances with Nero's abilities and attacks, and especially more
so for Dante.

I highly recommend this game, the best PC port I've ever played, flawless. 10/10 would play any time.. bad.. 2 hard dont get.
Great soundtrack... Fits the game really well and even stands out on it's own.. Vanquish is well designed game with every level
has some new adventures which is really exciting to play.
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